opendomes. event domes
39.3 ft 360° projection dome (incomplete*) (23% oﬀ)
Product Name / Description

List price

Sale price

$19 750.00

$15 800.00

An exclusive plywood floor system, with anti-slippery layer,
placed on an upraised steel frame with the leveling system

$13 900.00

$9 730.00

Additional accessories

$10 000.00

$8 000.00

Used Opendome 110
1216 sq ft (113 m2) of flooring area / diameter: 39.3 ft (12m) / height: 19.7 ft (6m)
White opaque / blackout membrane + transparent front

Used Premium Floor for Opendome 110

Projection liner with ring, Additional transparent front

Condition: 7/10
Lightly used framework and membrane with two diﬀerent front options
(opaque and transparent). Dome features 3 entrances. Floor undercarriage in
fine condition, plywood in poor. Projection liner and its mounting ring are
included with the set. However, liner does not match the entrances and needs
customization (it features 2 entrances).
*Set is not ready for 360° projections. It is missing projectors, computer, vacuum
pump and audio system. If you are interested in the missing elements, please let
us know and we will sell the new ones.

About Opendome 110
The biggest available structure that does not require any have
equipment for its assembly. Thanks to this, the O110 event dome can be
set up in any location, no matter how remote or inconveniently, through
the use of our very own telescopic lift.
Over 1216 sq ft of flooring area make it the perfect choice for a winter
restaurant on a mountain top, a summer bar on a beach, or a scenic
overlook. We will deliver the Opendome 110 wherever you need it and
wherever you want to present your product - sky is the limit.

About Premium Floor System
Stable base for every event. Premium Floor is based on a steel frame
that maps the shape of the perimeter of the tent and is fixed with the
structure of the dome. The floor itself serves as ballast and reduces to
minimum the amount of additional weight required to keep the
structure down.

List price total: $43 650.00

DISCOUNT: 23%
SALE PRICE: $33 530.00
YOU SAVE: $10 120.00
IN STOCK

